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Session 7 Spotlight: Testing in the Oil & Gas Industry
Why attend IFDAT?

The international employee screening market is flourishing,
as the rise in more businesses expands operations
globally. The increasing need to screen employees at an
international degree requires a demand to improve and
identify opportunities for this intricate process. The IFDAT
conference provides a forum for employers and industry
providers. They will review and discuss the best methods,
reveal new developments, such as changes in policies and
technology, and explore measures to improve efficiencies in
the international employee screening process.
This year marks the sixth forum for the conference and
will include numerous topics related to international
testing. Previous years were spent targeting obstacles;
however, this year the focus is to implement solutions.

Speakers

Rocco Iannapollo, ConocoPhillips (USA)
Mr. Iannapollo is Global Programs Manager, Health Services at
ConocoPhillips (USA). At this year’s forum he will be addressing the
Contractor Oil and Gas Industry Guideline that is currently under
development by DATIA and OGP/IPIECA.

Frank Zampello, ExxonMobil (USA)
Mr. Zampello, Manager of the Substance Abuse Testing Control Unit
at ExxonMobil (USA), will share how international operators and
contractors within and outside the oil and gas industry would benefit
from an “International Medication Disclosure Program”. His discussion
will include executing a program of this type as well as barriers
associated with implementation.

Testing in the Oil & Gas Industry

In 2011, a question was posed at the IFDAT conference in
Houston,TX, “Why can’t there be a standard in the oil and
gas industry around drug and alcohol compliance?” This
prompted a modest endeavor in 2012, which became more
purposeful in 2013, and ultimately in 2014, a formal effort was
launched. Many stakeholders across the oil and gas industry,
as well as within the drug and alcohol testing industry, are
now participating in the development of a global compliance
guideline for contractors and subcontractors. Board members
for this session are excited to share updates on this unique
proposal, as well as the industry in general.

Dr. Andrew Goodge, RSOH (UK)
Dr. Goodge co-founded and is now Medical Director at RS
Occupational Health, a DISA Company, in the UK. RSOH has three
locations in the UK including Aberdeen, Great Yarmouth and Inverness
that provide health and safety services to the North Sea Region.

Colin Woods, DISA Global Solutions (USA)
Mr. Woods is Vice-President of Sales Operations and External Operations at DISA Global Solutions. DISA is a third party administrator based
out of Houston, TX with over 10,000 clients in the oil & gas industry.
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